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Yun chujiu had the three silly beasts keep an eye on her. She took the opportunity to take a nap before 

the sun went down. She must have a tough battle to fight at night, so she had to reserve some strength 

first. After the sun went down, the entire grassland became pitch black. The sky was covered by dark 

clouds, and there was no moonlight or starlight at all. Wu Yun and Yun Chujiu looked at each other. Yun 

chujiu pursed her lips and took out a large necklace from her storage ring. There were three luminous 

pearls on it, and instantly, the area within a few miles was illuminated by the light. Yun Chujiu felt a chill 

run down her spine when she saw the scene in front of her. This was no longer the grassland that was 

full of vitality during the day. This was a freaking boneyard. The ground was filled with white bones. 

There were demonic beasts and humans. They were emitting a faint blue light. Those who were timid 

would have fainted immediately. Fortunately, Yun Chujiu was a daring person. She bowed to the white 

bones: “Everyone! Please forgive me! Please forgive me! I was completely tricked into this place by the 

trial tower’s Qi Ling. I didn’t mean to offend you. I believe that all of you were tricked to death by this 

damn qi ling. I will burn some paper money for all of you. Recite the incantation of rebirth and rest in 

peace!” Yun chujiu did not have any paper money. She took out a few pieces of Xuan paper and tore 

them up before throwing them on the ground. While Yun chujiu was mumbling about “Ferrying the 

souls of the dead”, the white bones on the ground suddenly flew up. Yun chujiu widened her eyes and 

watched as the broken bones reassembled into countless human and demon beast skeletons, they 

pounced on her. “Aiyo! You Can’t repay kindness with enmity! I was kind enough to ferrying you, but 

you still want to kill me to be your companion? “Let me tell you, I’m a black-hearted person. Even my 

bones are black. I’m Not Like You guys, I’m not a beast, and I’m definitely not a skeleton!” Although Yun 

chujiu was shouting, her brain was working fast. This was a plain, there was no way for her to escape. 

Moreover, these white bone puppets did not have intelligence, so she could only fight them head-on! 

Yun chujiu fired several bolts of lightning at one of the skeletal puppets! When the lightning struck the 

white bones, other than leaving a charred black mark, it did not have much effect. On the contrary, this 

strike made the skeletal puppet charge at Yun Chujiu even faster! Yun chujiu had no choice but to shoot 

out a few more purple needles. After the explosion, although the skeletal puppet’s movements were 

slightly slowed down, it was not very effective.., what was worse was that thousands of puppets had 

already surrounded Yun chujiu from all directions. Despite being in such a critical situation, Yun Chujiu’s 

mind was still relatively calm. How did these white bone puppets kill their prey? This fellow took out a 

demon beast corpse from his storage ring and threw it at the white bone puppet! Immediately, several 

white bone puppets surrounded the demon beast. Then, the faint blue light on the bodies of the white 

bone puppets gathered on the Demon Beast Corpse. In an instant, the demon beast turned into white 

bones. What was even more terrifying was that.., the white bones turned into a new white bone 

puppet. F * ck! This was just like a zombie. A person who was bitten would also turn into a zombie. It 

was too scary! Zombies were afraid of donkey hoofs and glutinous rice. were these white bone puppets 

afraid? Although Yun Chujiu did not have donkey hoofs in her storage ring, she did have glutinous rice. 

She took out a basin and threw it at the white bone puppets! It was useless! It was over, it was over. She 

did not expect to pass through the seventh floor. This time, she would die at the hands of these white 

bone puppets! 



 


